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GLAMOUR: Glass LED table lamp. 20cm Ø. White +
RGB. With RC

 8 003910 104891 >

Colour box N/A N/A

Free-standing LED lamp. Diameter 20 cm in glass. Light selection: warm white 3000K + 15 colors. With remote control. 250 lumens.

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Power supply: 230V ~ 50 /60Hz
Battery (capacity mAh): CR2025
Power (W): 25
Lumen: 250
Kelvin degrees: 3000K (White) + 15 colours (RGB)
Colour: White
Guarantee: 2 ANNI
Width (mm): 200
Depth (mm): 200
Height (mm): 200
Net weight kg): 0,584



DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

Timeless design: glamor is a 20cm milk white round glass lampshade with base; the lampshade guarantees perfect and homogeneous
diffusion of light, without glare or shadows. Its shape is a lighting classic: it adapts to all the rooms of the house: bedroom, living room,
office; it is also beautiful in clubs or shops such as cafes, bookshops; it is equipped with a power cable with switch. Light colors: glamor is
equipped with a convenient multifunction remote control that allows you to choose between various colors; the base colour is warm white
3000K; it is the most suitable white for home interiors because it is more welcoming; but using the supplied remote control you can choose
another colour (red, green, yellow, pink.) on the remote control; you can also choose various colour change effects (flash, automatic
change, dimmer.). Glamor produce 250 lumens of light (equal to 25W) which makes it a real indoor lamp as well as a piece of furniture. The
light source is already integrated and not replaceable; you don't have to get any light bulbs.

DATI LOGISTICI / LOGISTIC INFORMATION / DONNEES LOGISTIQUES / DATOS LOGÍSTICOS / LOGISTISCHE DATEN

Tipologia imballo: Colour box
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www.velamp.com / customerservice@velamp.com


